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RF inter-electrode electric field in vacuum
using a diode probe J. Appl. Phys. 95 4559 (2004)
probe inserted through holes in a side wall 
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E-field relative profile at 100 MHz
(bench test with scanning probe) 
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RF inter-electrode electric field in vacuum
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reactor 47 x 57 cm2
81 surface probes for DC voltage and current measurements
surface electrostatic probes:  (i) ion saturated current
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surface electrostatic probes:  (i) ion saturated current
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1 metre
Cylindrical  reactor  experiment
J. Appl. Phys. 95 4559 (2004)
optical emission &  surface electrostatic probes
surface electrostatic probes:  (i) ion saturated current
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surface electrostatic probes:  (i) ion saturated current
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EXPERIMENTS  AT 100 MHz
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surface electrostatic probes:  (i) ion saturated current
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Idc, Vf
DC floating  voltages  give approx. variation in RF  plasma  potential
DC currents  to  grounded  probes  give  DC  current  density  profile,
surface electrostatic probes:  (ii) DC floating voltage
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Large area:
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surface electrostatic probes:  (iii) DC current, zero bias
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surface electrostatic probes:  (iii) DC current, zero bias
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1 metre
Cylindrical  reactor  experiment
optical emission &  surface electrostatic probes
J. Appl. Phys. 95 4559 (2004)
optical emission intensity: fibre optic probes
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J. Appl. Phys. 95 4559 (2004)
optical emission intensity: fibre optic probes
fibre optic telescope
fibre optic telescope,
for right-angle view
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Optical emission 2D profiles
in a rectangular reactor:
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optical emission intensity: fibre optic probes
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Film thickness measurements, ex situ,
telegraph effect 
Plasma non-uniformity convoluted 
with gas flow non-uniformity etc.
ex situ film thickness measurements
telegraph model 
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Film thickness measurements, ex situ,
standing wave correction 
Plasma non-uniformity convoluted 
with gas flow non-uniformity etc.
no lens
with lens
ex situ film thickness measurements
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ex situ film thickness measurement:  interferogram
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ex situ film thickness measurement:  interferogram
non-uniformity due to powder
non-uniformity due to standing wave
(VHF frequency)
37 cm x 47 cm
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OES and electron temperature  vs time
H2* emission is only from e+H2 collisions,
but H* emission has several sources
time
